1. [REMINDER] LAX-it Scheduled to Open End of October

- At the end of October 2019, LAX-it is scheduled to open, providing a centralized area for passengers to get picked up by Taxi or a Ride App Pickup
- Passengers may walk or take a dedicated shuttle to the lot, located east of Terminal 1
- Passenger drop off by Taxis and Ride App Pickup will still be allowed curbside on the Departures Level at each terminal
- More information on LAX-it can be found here
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2. **LAX-it Informational Graphics**

- Large graphics for **LAX-it** are being installed at terminals and curbside throughout the Central Terminal Area to inform and assist guests for the upcoming opening of the lot.
3. Terminal B Pickup Area Scheduled to Open October 16

- The Terminal B Pickup Area is located on the lower level of Parking Structure 3
- The area will operate like a curb with lettered rows to make it easier for guests arriving at nearby terminals to find their ride
- The area is optional for use (curbside pickup still allowed) and is free for privately owned vehicle use

Terminal B Pickup Area at Parking Structure 3, Level 1
4. [UPDATE] CTA Arrivals Level: Curb Extension

- The Interim Ground Access project will restrict portions of the Arrivals Level Inner Lanes, Bus Lane and shuttle stops through Friday, October 25 to widen the curb at the shuttle stop islands
- Work this week will be performed at Terminal 1.5
- Traffic is maintained and signage will be posted guiding pedestrians to the next available shuttle stop as necessary